
Project 

An FM Wireless 
Microphone 

A battery powered microphone 
eliminates the trailing cable while 
it transmits on a frequency in the 
FM broadcast band 

By Anthony J. Caristi 

Microphones for recording 
and public- address appli- 
cations are cumbersome 

to handle due to the long umbilical 
cord that connects them to an ampli- 
fier. Many professionals eliminate 
the cable problem by using miniature 
wireless microphones that have their 
own built -in amplifier /transmitter, 
doing away with cables. As a result, 
they have more freedom to move 
around without worrying about 
snarling cable and a trip hazard. The 
FM wireless microphone to be de- 
scribed here can give you the same 
advantages. It is low in cost, yet high 
in audio quality. 

Our wireless microphone is de- 
signed to work with an FM receiver, 
tuner or radio. Since its r -f output is 
very low in power, and has a usable 
transmitting range of 50 feet or less, 
it should not interfere with your 
neighbors' FM reception. Its ex- 
tremely high sensitivity allows it to 
pick up voices and sounds several 
feet away; so there is nothing critical 
about locating it in a pick -up area. If 

this inherent sensitivity is too "hot" 
for your application, such as in PA 
announcing where the user usually 
speaks directly into the microphone 
element, an option allows you to re- 
duce the sensitivity so that back- 
ground noises will be largely excluded. 

Some of the applications for this 
project include using it as a minia- 
ture PA system or as an electronic 
babysitter while you monitor sounds 
from another room. You can even 
build two wireless microphones to 
use as a simple wireless system in 
your home. For the kids, this can be 
a fascinating toy that lets them sing 
and talk through an FM radio. 

About the Circuit 
Shown in Fig. 1 is the complete sche- 
matic diagram of the FM wireless mi- 
crophone. Microphone element MIC 
is an electret type that is powered 
from battery BI through resistor RI. 
When sound reaches the microphone 
element, the current through Rl is 

varied in accordance with the intensi- 
ty of the sound intercepted. This pro- 
duces an ac voltage through RI that 
is coupled through Cl into the base 

of audio amplifier stage Q1 as a 
small ac voltage. 

Gain of the QI stage is held at 
about 4.7 by the ratio of the collector 
and emitter resistance values. The 
output of the audio amplifier stage, 
at the collector of Ql, is then coupled 
to the base of r -f oscillator Q2. 

Transistor Q2 and its components 
make up a classic Colpitts oscillator. 
To produce oscillation, the transis- 
tor's base and collector are connect- 
ed to opposite ends of an LC "tank" 
circuit, with the emitter connected 
somewhere between these two points. 
When the gain of this arrangement 

exceeds unity (1), the circuit oscil- 
lates at a frequency determined by 
the parallel resonant frequency of 
the tank circuit. 

In the oscillator stage, the LC tank 
is composed of coil LI and the series 
combination of C4 and CS. The base 
of Q2 is held at r -f ground potential 
by C3, and the "cold" side of LI is 
held at ground potential by C7. This 
effectively places the base of Q2 at 
the same r -f point as the cold end of 
the tank circuit. 

The voltage- divider action of C4 
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9V 

R1; 
2.2K 

MIC C 

Semiconductors 
Q1- 2N3904 or similar silicon npn 

transistor 
Q2,Q3- 2N5179 or similar silicon r -f 

npn transistor 
Capacitors (50 WV) 
Cl,C2,C7- 0.01 -µF ceramic 
C3- 0.001 -µF ceramic 
C4 -22 -pF ceramic (NPO temperature 

stable) 
C5 -47 -pF ceramic (NPO temperature 

stable) 

R6 
47K 

02 
2N5179 

M:>/ 

1.1 

(see text) 

- 

C6 
10pF 

R7 

1K 

PARTS LIST 

1\ 

C4 
22pF 

C5 
47pF 

C6 -10pF ceramic (NPO temperature 
stable) 

Resistors (1/4-watt, 10% tolerance) 
R1 -2,200 ohms 
R2,R6,R8- 47,000 ohms 
R3- 10,000 ohms 
R4 -4,700 ohms 
R5,R7,R9 -1,000 ohms 
Miscellaneous 
B1-9 -volt transistor battery 
L1- Inductor (see text) 
MIC -Electret microphone (Radio 

`2' 

R8 R9 

47K 1K 

17 Antenna 

Q3 
2N5179 

Shack Cat. No. 270 -090 or similar) 
Printed -circuit board; shield (see 
text); snap connector for B1; wire for 
antenna; solder; etc. 

Note: The following items are available 
from A. Caristi, 69 White Pond Rd., 
Waldwick, NJ 07463: Pc board, $5.00; 
2N5179 transistor, $3.75 each; set of 22 -, 
47- and 10 -pF NPO temperature -stable 
capacitors, $1.75. Ass $1.00 P &H. New 
Jersey residents, please add state sales tax. 

Fig. 1. Complete schematic diagram of wireless FM microphone. 

and C5 provides a simple means of 
placing the emitter of Q2 at the opti- 
mum r -f point. This is one -third (33 

percent) above ground potential and 
ensures that the circuit oscillates. 

Resistor R6 forward biases Q2 so 
that the transistor draws collector 
current and is forced into oscillation. 
Since the bias voltage at the base of 
Q2 is modulated by the ac signal volt- 
age variations from Ql, the frequen- 
cy of oscillation in the Q2 circuit va- 
ries in accordance with the frequency 
of the sound reaching the micro- 
phone element. Thus, the oscillating 
signal from Q2 is frequency modu- 
lated to conform with the needs of 
the FM receiver, tuner or radio with 
which the project is used. 

To enhance the frequency stability 
of the oscillator, an additional stage 
has been included in the circuit to 
buffer the oscillator from the anten- 
na. With this stage, Q3, small 
changes in capacitance due to physi- 
cal positioning of the antenna will 
have an attenuated effect on the os- 
cillator circuit. The result is much 
less frequency drift. 

Taken at its collector, the output 
of Q2 is capacitively coupled into the 
base of r -f amplifier /buffer Q3. Re- 
sistor R8 forward biases transistor 
Q3. The resulting current flow in this 
stage causes Q3's collector to output 
an r -f signal composed of the fre- 
quency- modulated output from Q2. 
Resistor R9 in Q3's collector circuit 

limits current flow. The antenna for 
the microphone connects directly to 
the collector of Q3. 

Construction 
Due to the r -f nature of the wireless 
microphone's circuit, printed- circuit 
construction is mandatory. For this 
board, you need a pc blank that is 

clad on both sides with copper. One 
side will be etched in the usual man- 
ner to produce the wiring pattern to 
which component leads are soldered. 
The other side will serve as a ground 
plane to which only selected leads 
(those that are grounded, of course) 
are soldered as well. It serves a sec- 
ond function as a shield for the cir- 
cuit. You can make your own pc 
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board or purchase a ready -to -wire 
board from the source given in the 
Note at the end of the Parts List. 

You can home fabricate your own 
pc board with the aid of the actu- 
al -size etching- and -drilling guide 
shown in Fig. 2. Note in Fig. 2 that 
the ground -plane side of the board is 
not shown in the usual etch -and -drill 
format. Because this side of the 
board is not to be etched at all, only 
the hole -drilling /clearing informa- 
tion is graphically presented. In this 
illustration, all holes to be drilled are 
identified by either circles or solid 
black dots. 

When fabricating the board, make 
sure to mask off the top side with 
etch resist to prevent the copper from 
being removed by the etchant. After 
the board has been etched, trim it to 
size. Then carefully drill all holes 
through the board as indicated, us- 
ing the pattern of pads on the wiring 
side to accurately locate where each 
hole is to be drilled. 

After using a No. 60 bit to drill the 
component lead holes, turn over the 
board and orient it as shown in the 
ground -plane illustration in Fig. 2. 
Carefully mark all holes indicated by 
open circles. Then very carefully iso- 
late these holes from the copper -clad 
ground plane by drilling with a 3/, 6- 

inch diameter bit only enough to 
clear copper from around the holes. 
Do not drill all the way through the 
board! When you are finished, there 
should be eight holes from whose 
edges you have not removed the cop- 
per cladding, all indicated by the sol- 
id black dots in the illustration. 

Now wire the board exactly as 
shown in Fig. 3. Start with the tran- 
sistors, making sure that they are 
properly based as you plug their 
leads into the holes. Note that Q2 
and Q3 have four leads, one each for 
the emitter, base and collector and a 
final one that is internally connected 
to the case. Make sure all leads are 
soldered to the pc board after install- 
ing each transistor. Solder the 

, 000 CP 000 f0 ÓO O 00 0 0 
e OÓ0OOpN8 

o -Clear these holes of copper . 

-Do not clear these holes. 

Fig. 2. Actual -size etching- and - drill- 
ing guide (upper) and drilling /hole- 
clearing details (lower) for double - 

sided printed- circuit board. 

grounded leads of Q2 (case only) and 
Q3 (emitter and case) to the copper 
trace on the bottom and the ground 
plane on the top of the board. When 
the transistors are soldered into 
place, there should be no more than 
'/, inch of space between the bottoms 
of their cases and the board. 

Use an ohmmeter to check that 
any lead that is not supposed to be 
grounded does not short to the cop- 
per cladding on the top of the board. 
Refer back to Fig. 1 to make sure. If 
you find any lead that does short to 
the ground plane but should not, 
gently bend it until it no longer does. 

Once the transistors have been 
mounted, install and solder into 
place C3, C5, R3, R5 and R7, all of 
which have one lead that goes to cir- 
cuit ground. Solder this lead to the 
copper cladding on both sides of the 
board as you did for the transistors. 
When installing these components, 
leave about 'AG inch of lead length on 
the top of the board to make it easy 
to solder the appropriate leads to the 
ground plane. 

It is easiest to solder the connec- 

tion first on the bottom of the board, 
clip off excess lead lengths and then 
solder the ground -plane side connec- 
tion with only enough solder to make 
a secure electrical connection. Then 
use the ohmmeter to make sure that 
the other leads do not short against 
the ground plane. Install and solder 
into place the remaining capacitors 
and resistors. 

At this point, you might wish to 
consider the circuit option that lets 
you reduce the sensitivity of the mi- 
crophone pickup. If your wireless 
microphone is to be used to pick up 
sounds at some distance from the mi- 
crophone element, you need do 
nothing. On the other hand, if you 
wish to use the project as a hand -held 
microphone for direct close -up pick- 
up, this option should be incorporat- 
ed to prevent overmodulating the r -f 
carrier and, thus, audio distortion. 

For reduced microphone sensitivi- 
ty, you can eliminate the QI amplifi- 
er stage in its entirety. That is, omit 
C2, QI and R2 through R5. Then 
simply connect Cl from the junction 
of the microphone's + terminal and 
Rl to the R6 /C3 /Q2 base junction. 

No changes need be made to the pc 
board if you exercise this option. In 
fact, if you wish, you can build in a 
switching arrangement between the 
output side of Cl and the base inputs 
of QI and Q2 in alternate positions 
of a miniature two -position slide 
switch. Doing this gives you a choice 
between full- sensitivity and reduced - 
sensitivity modes of operation. 

You can mount the microphone el- 
ement directly at the edge of the 
board, using short lengths of cut -off 
component lead between the ele- 
ment's terminals and the appropriate 
holes in the board. Be sure to proper- 
ly polarize the microphone element. 
Solder the negative ( -) lead of the 
microphone element to the copper 
cladding on both sides of the board. 

Instead of mounting the micro- 
phone element directly on the board, 
you can locate it elsewhere and make 
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interconnections with an appropri- 
ate length of shielded cable. Use the 
center conductor for the "hot" (+ ) 
and the shield for the ground ( -) 
sides of the element. 

Now hand -wind inductor LI, us- 
ing either 20 -gauge enameled copper 
wire (preferred) or 20 -gauge bare sol- 
id hookup wire. First cut the wire to 
exactly 41/2 inches long so that it 
"tunes" to the center of the FM 
broadcast band. Carefully scrape 
away 1/4 inch of the enamel insulation. 

Wrap this wire around an ordinary 
pencil, making 3'/ turns and wind- 
ing as tight as possible. Slide the coil 
off the pencil and note that it should 
have two equal- length "tail" ends 
that are parallel with each other. 
(They may not be exactly parallel 
with each other, due to the springi- 
ness of the wire, but will become so 
once the tails are plugged into the 
holes in the circuit board.) 

Press the coil end -to -end between 
your thumb and forefinger until the 
spacing between the turns is about 
one wire diameter. This spacing is 

not critical, but if done correctly will 
make it easier to plug the tails into 
the holes in the circuit board. 

If you used ordinary bare solid 
hookup wire to wind the coil, place a 
strip of electrical tape on the ground 
plane in the LI area to provide insu- 
lation in case the coil sags or is 

pushed against the copper cladding. 
Plug the coil into the holes in the 
board so that the tails protrude 
about '/,6 to % inch on the bottom of 
the board and there is air space be- 
tween the bottom of the coil and the 
circuit board's ground plane. Solder 
into place. 

Tightly twist together the fine 
wires in both battery snap connector 
leads and sparingly tin with solder. 
Place the circuit -board assembly sol- 
der side up and plug the red snap 
connector wire into the hole labeled 
B1 + and the black wire into the. hole 
labeled Bi - (see Fig. 3). Solder both 
connections to the pads on the bot- 

R1 

MIC 

"CASE 

I I I I -CS- 
R5 R3 R2 

R4 R6 R7 III ; I 

C4 
E Q1 c 

C2- 
'Cl . B 

-C7- 

L1 

R8 

B 

C6 

R9 

ANTENNA 

Fig. 3. wiring diagram for pc board. 

tom of the board. Flip over the board 
and clip the excess length of the red - 
insulated wire as close as possible to 
the board's surface. Then solder the 
black -insulated wire to the ground 
plane and clip off its excess lead 
length. Check with your ohmmeter 
to make sure that the red wire is not 
shorted to the ground plane. 

The antenna for your wireless mi- 
crophone should be as short as possi- 
ble but not so short that it provides 
less than satisfactory operation. 
Start with a 6 -inch length of insulat- 
ed solid hookup wire. Strip '/a inch 
of insulation from one end and plug 
this end into the hole labeled ANTEN- 

NA and solder into place. 
With the circuit board fully wired, 

refer back to Fig. 1 and use your 
ohmmeter to make certain that no 
component leads not shown connect- 
ed to circuit ground touch the 
ground plane on the top of the 
board. Readjust the position of any 
component that registers a short cir- 
cuit to the ground plane to eliminate 
the short circuit. 

To preserve the frequency stability 
of the circuit, you must place an r -f 
shield on the top of the board after 
the circuit has undergone prelimi- 
nary check. Fabrication of the shield 
is very simple, as shown in Fig. 4. 

You can use any thin solderable 

sheet metal, such as copper or brass. 
Copper flashing, available from 
lumberyards and roofing supply 
houses, works well, as does thin 
brass sheet obtainable from most 
hobby shops. 

Trim the copper or brass sheet to 
2'/,6 by 2 inches. Then use a soft lead 
pencil or a scribing tool to strike the 
fold lines and mark the center of the 
'/ -inch diameter hole to be drilled. 
Place the marked sheet metal in the 
jaws of a vise, lining up one of the 
fold lines with the vise's jaws and 
bend first the inner -channel edges 
and then the outer tab edges. You 
will not be able to make complete 90- 
degree bends using the vise. The idea 
is to get clean, sharp bend lines. You 
can square up the bends by hand with 
the aid of slip -joint pliers. 

Once the U- channel shield has 
been bent to shape, punch the loca- 
tion of the '/a -inch hole to be drilled. 
Then drill the hole, backing up the 
metal with a scrap wood block to get 
as clean a hole as possible. Use a'/,6- 
inch bit to drill the hole. Then care- 
fully enlarge the hole to its final '/c- 
inch diameter with a tapered reamer. 

Checkout 
Before plugging the battery into its 
snap connector, perform a visual 
check of the board to ascertain that 
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there are no short circuits or cold - 
soldered joints on either side of the 
board. Reflow the solder on any 
joint that appears to be question- 
able. Double check all transistor bas - 
ings. If you wish to be absolutely cer- 
tain of your wiring, perform a final 
ohmmeter check, with the aid of Fig. 
1, to ascertain that all component 
leads that are not supposed to be 
grounded are not shorted to the 
ground plane. When you are satis- 
fied that all is well, plug a 9 -volt bat- 
tery into the project's battery snap 
connector. 

Use an ordinary FM radio to check 
that the circuit is working. Start at 
the low end of the FM band and very 
slowly tune the radio upward in the 
band. At some point near the middle 
of the band, you should hear either 
silence as the radio responds to the 
microphone's r -f carrier or "howl- 
ing" as acoustic feedback between 
the radio and microphone causes os- 
cillations. 

If you turn the volume control on 
the radio low enough, you will be 
able to eliminate the feedback so that 
when you talk into the microphone 
you hear your voice. Keep in mind 
that the sensitivity of the micro- 
phone is very high (unless you opted 
for reduced sensitivity); hence, you 
need only whisper into the micro- 
phone for this test. 

After you have pinpointed the 
wireless microphone's signal on the 
FM dial, mark the frequency at 
which it appears. You will note that 
when the shield is mounted to the cir- 
cuit -board assembly the received sig- 
nal will be shifted some 3 MHz high- 
er in frequency on the dial. 

If you wish to tune your micro- 
phone for a specific approximate fre- 
quency on the FM dial, perhaps to 
avoid interfering with a station on a 
given frequency, you can increase 
the spacing between the turns of LI 
to raise its operating frequency or de- 
crease the spacing to decrease the fre- 
quency. Be sure as you do this that 

2 

1'/92" 

2'/,6" 

dia 

Fig. 4. Fabrication details for project's r-f shield. 

the coil's leads do not short to the 
ground plane (and that no turns of 
the coil touch the ground plane if you 
used bare solid hookup wire to make 
the coil). 

When you are satisfied that your 
wireless microphone is operating as 
it should and is tuned to approxi- 
mately where you want it to be on the 
FM dial, attach the shield by solder- 
ing it to the perimeter of the copper 
ground plane. 

To simplify soldering, first flow a 
thin film of solder onto the ground 
plane at all four corners of the board 
and on the four corners of the under- 
side of the shield's tabs. Make sure 
that no solder flows far enough to 

short a component lead that should 
not be connected to the ground 
plane. Place the shield over the cir- 
cuit -board assembly with the '/a -inch 
hole centered over L1 and use more 
solder at the four corners to make 
mechanically secure electrical and 
mechanical connections. You do not 
need continuous beads of solder; in 
fact, you do not want them should 
you ever have to service the circuit. 

After the shield is in place, power 
up your microphone again and tune 
the FM radio to a dead spot on the 
dial, where no stations are broad- 
casting until you hear the micro- 

(Continued on page 90) 
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LED Beacon 

(from page 39) 

For the positive battery terminal, 
strip % and h inch of insulation from 
opposite ends of a 1%-inch length of 
No. 26 solid hookup wire. Plug the 
end from which the 33/4 inch of insula- 
tion has been removed into the board 
from top to bottom and solder it at 
point A, as shown in Fig. 2. Now po- 
sition the No. 357A cell, positive 
electrode up, against the IC socket 
and hold it in place as you bend the 
wire over the top of the cell and 
around the outer edge of the board. 
Route the wire and solder it to pin 5 

of the IC socket. The hookup wire 
should solidly "sandwich" the cell in 
place but still permit easy removal of 
the cell. AE 
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Wireless Microphone 

(from page 31) 

phone's r -f carrier loud and clear. 
Then very carefully adjust the spac- 
ing between the turns of L1. Use an 
insulated tuning wand for this -not 
a metal object like a screwdriver or 
capacitive effects will give false re- 
sults. Just a slight movement of the 
coil's turns is needed. A word of cau- 
tion is in order here: Under no cir- 
cumstances should you attempt to 
tune your wireless microphone to a 
frequency beyond 108 MHz. Such 
frequencies are reserved for aircraft 
services and must not be used for any 
other purpose or be interfered with 
for any reason. 

You can house your wireless mi- 
crophone in any enclosure that suits 
your tastes. For general -purpose use 
to pick up sounds at a distance, a 
small plastic box with a hole or slot 
cut in it directly in line with the mi- 
crophone element will do fine. For 
up -close announcing applications, as 
in a PA system arrangement, use an 
enclosure that is small enough to be 
conveniently hand -held, such as an 
inexpensive microphone housing or 
a small project box. Another alterna- 
tive is to mount the circuitry inside of 
a box that has a clip on it to permit 
hanging the electronics from your 
belt and locating the microphone ele- 
ment on a tie bar or pocket clip at the 
end of a shielded cable. 

To obtain long operating life, use 
a high- energy alkaline battery to 
power the wireless microphone. A 
single fresh alkaline battery will 
power the microphone continuously 
for about 30 hours. If your anticipat- 
ed applications call for intermittent 
use, such as in paging over a PA sys- 

tem, you might want to place a nor- 
mally open pushbutton switch in 
series with the + 9 -volt line to power 
the circuit only on demand. This will 

considerably extend battery life. Yet 
another alternative is to use a corn- 
mon spst slide or toggle switch that 
will allow you to turn off power 
whenever the microphone is not be- 
ing used. 

AE 
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quence of recording DAT machines. 
However, I shudder at the CBS solu- 

tion: a device that prevents all recording. 
Everyone loses! The Philips anti -copying 
scheme that permits CD- to- digital tape 
copying, but not digital tape -to -tape is 

much more desirable. Be assured, how- 
ever, that pirates will break the code. 

My conclusion, therefore, is that there 
should not be anti -copying schemes at 
all, but a tax should be levied on blank 
digital audio tape. It might be untradi- 
tional, but it seems to be the neatest solu- 
tion. We pay sales tax on most purchases 
and we pay Federal Excise Tax on some 
things. So why not pay a tax on blank 
DAT? The amount would be minuscule 
and we'll all come out ahead. After all, 
how many people will spend big bucks on 
a digital tape recorder that has record- 
ing hindrances? 

IIIi//LETTERS//IIIIí=1111111 

HP Calculator Info 

Thanks for a very interesting article on 

the HP -28C calculator in the October 
1987 issue. I will probably get one of 
these machines or a more programmable 
relative of it if HP designs it. For the time 
being, I will be an HP -71B and an HP- 
41C/CV/CX (on each) user. 

Readers of your magazine who are in- 

terested in small computers such as the 
HP -71B or calculators like the HP -28C 
and HP -41 series might be interested in a 

new publication done in newsletter style. 
It is HPX Exchange. Articles are submit- 
ted by members and there is no compen- 
sation. 

To inquire about HPX membership, 
send a business -sized SASE with 39 cents 
postage attached. I will return photo- 
copies of the table of contents of the first 
two issues of the Exchange, pages 1 and 2 

of both issues, membership application 
form, and one article on the machine that 
most interests you (specify HP -41, HP- 
71B or HP -28C). Or contact the editor/ 
publisher direct at: Handheld Program- 

ming Exchange, P.O. Box 566727, At- 

lanta, GA 30356 (tel. 404- 391 -0367 eve- 

nings /weekends). 
James C. Cave 

P.O. Box 298 

Princeton, TX 75077 -0928 

Project Updates 

Figures 12 and 13 of "The Versatile 
LM723" (February 1987) both show an 
npn 2N2222 (my error) where a 200 -mA 
2N3906 or a more robust 600-mA 2N4403 

pnp transistor should be for the constant - 
current source. The 723 is a very robust 
device but it must be installed in a prop- 
erly designed circuit. It is very prone to 
damage with even the slightest short cir- 
cuit to any pin. 

J. Daniel Gifford 

In "An FM Wireless Microphone" 
(January 1988), the value of Cl, C2 and 
C7 is shown as 0.1µF in the schematic but 
is stated as 0.01 µF in the Parts List. 

(continued on page 59) 

AT Components 
AT base unit w1200 watt power supply, 10 MHz 0 wait 
motherboard, 512K RAM. W.D. WA2 controller, 1.2 meg 
flopy, and AT style keyboard. $1092.00 

Great Wall AT w12 ser., 1 par., clock-cal., 200 watt power 
supply, 8 MHz 0 wait motherboard, 640K RAM front panel 
diagnostic display, and front panel controller. $742.50 

AT case $76.95 
AT motherboard 10 MHzO wait $432.00 

AT 200 watt power supply $87.75 
AT WA2 hard /floppy controller $175.50 
AT 2.5 meg RAM card w /OK $76.95 

AT EMS card $103.95 
ATI/0 $51.30 

AT serial /parallel card $45.90 

AT RA2 AT Hard RLL Disk Controller $185.00 

Software 
Paragon -Integrated accounting $940 
Reflex 1.4- data base management $121 

dBase kit + programmable d/B mgt $593 

Paradox- semi -program. d/b /spreadsheet $660 

Frameworkll -prog. d/b /sprdsht. wrdproc $560 

Mize compiler Editor, C Trace $17ea. 

TurboGhostwriter- Pascal apps gen $270 

WordPerfect -word processing $305 

Volkswriter 3-word processing $230 

SuperCalc4- Intg'td sprdsht, dB mgt $380 

BLAST -mini, micro and en /1 connection $201 

Bookmark -saves Interrupted work $81 

SuperKey -"Hot Key ", secures data $54 

EasyFlow -flow charting $202 

Harvard Total Project Management $400 

Diagnostics -disk troubleshooting $52 

HARVEY- computerized UPS'ing $235 

HowardSoft's Tax Preparer updatable $275 

MIDI SCORE -music interface software $543 

CSS Designer -CAD software $80 

Drafix.Drafix 30 8 Design CAO $265ea. 

Monitors, Keyboards 
CTX CGA 14" .43 mm dot pitch $306.45 
CTX CGA 14" .39 mm dot pitch $346.95 
CTX EGA 14" .39 mm dot pitch $432.00 

CTX EGA 14" .31 mm dot pitch $468.45 
Tilt and swivel for above CTX monitors add: $22.00 

CTX Monochrome with tilt and swivel $147.50 
CTX 14" multi sync .31 dot pitch tilt and swivel $621.00 
Magnavox 14 "CGA .42mm dot pitch $295.00 

Magnavox 14" EGA .39mm dot pitch $415.00 

Samsung 12 " monochrome tilt /swivel $103.95 

Samsung 14 "CGA $310.50 

Samsung 14" EGA $457.65 

Generic 101 keyboard w/key click $76.95 

BTC KB101 Keyboard clone $72.23 

Keytronic 101 Keyboard $121.50 

Keytronic 5150 Keyboard $108.00 

Keytronic 5151 Keyboard $171.45 

Keytronic 5153 Keyboard $297.00 

Solutions are our business. Competitive ComputerSolut on, Inc. Is a computer firm offering our clients custom programming, consulting, mailing, Ilst management plus. The 

plus is the attention to quality in our products, our sales and our services. Our products guaranteed for one year Including parts and labor. Any problem can be solved and we 

are happy to offer our IBM ®compatible solutions at a competitive price. To order, write, use the free reader service card, or dial 1- 804. 460 -XTAT. Modem users call l- 804363-BAUD. 

All items prepaid. Sorry, no COD's. 

XT Components 
XT slide -out case $33.75 Mono card $37.80 

AT jr. style XT case w /reset, turbo Printer card $16.20 

switch, keyboard lock, power LED, I/O Plush ser/ r /clk -cal /game $49.95 

hard drive indicator $41.85 Multi I/O and display ser /par /gam/ 

XT 10 MHz Bare bones box w/AT jr. case, clk -cal /CGA /MGA /FDC $120.15 

150 watt power supply, 10 MHz 8088 -1 RAM Card 640K w /OK $36.45 

motherboard, OK RAM, DTK /ERSO XT speaker $1.36 

BIOS, 8 expansion slots $236.25 Floppy Controller -1 port $25.65 

XT 8 MHz base unit w /slide -out case, Floppy Controller - 2 port $31.05 

150 watt power supply. 8 MHz 8088 -2 Floppy Controller - 360K/1.2 Meg $52.65 

motherboard, OK RAM, AT style Combination floppy /hard controller 5220 $114.75 

keyboard, Phoenix BIOS, 8 slots $249.75 Hard Disk controller 6210 $91.80 

Mono graphic half card w /printer port $54.00 Clock card $22.95 

Color graphic card w /printer port $54.00 RS -232 cacti 2 ports $32.40 

EGA graphics adapter $168.75 RS-232 cad 1 port $25.65 

ATI autoswitch adapter $236.25 Game I/O card $14.85 

Multi I/O half card ser /par /gam/ XT turbo motherboard 10 MHz $118.80 

clk -cal /floppy cont. $63.45 RLL XT Hard Disk Controller $135.00 

Drives and Printers 
Toshiba 360K XT /AT Beige drive $93.15 Star LV1 21 5 1 20/140 cps + NLO $235.00 9 
Toshiba 360K XT drive $91.80 Star LV121 5 1 20/140 cps 136 column $350.00 
Toshiba 1.2 Meg drive $122.85 Star LV1615 160/180 cps + NLO $425.00 
Toshiba 3-1/2" drive $122.85 Star LV2015 200/220 cps + NLO $565.00 
Seagate ST225 w /W.D. RLL controller 20 Star NX 1000 144 cps $225.00 

Meg $364.50 Star NX 1000C 144 cps color $245.00 
Seagate ST251 40 meg AT drive $553.50 Star NB24 -10 24 pin 216/72 cps $594.00 
Seagate ST4038 30 meg AT drive $648.00 Star NB24 -15 24 pin 216/72 cps 136 

Seagate ST238 w /W.D. RLL controller 30 column $799.00 

Meg $438.75 Brother MI509 180/45 cps 136 column $450.00 

Citizen 1200120/36 cps $200.00 Brother MI709 240/50 cps 136 column $525.00 

Seikosha SP1200A1 120/25 cps $250.00 Brother HR40 44 cps Daisy Wheel 136 

Seikosha SL80AI 135/54 cps $350.00 column $650.00 

Seikosha MP5300A1 136 column Brother MI724L 216/72 24 pin 136 

300/50 cps $515.00 column $700.00 

Seikosha MPI300AI 300/50 cps $540.00 
7 color option for MPI300AI $125.00 

Competitive Computer Solutions, Inc. 
5721 Bayside Rd., Suite A Virginia Beach, VA 23455 
Phone: Voice (804) 460 -XTAT Modem - (804) 363 -BAUD 

IBM, XT and AT are registered trademarks of International 
Business Machines Corp. 
Microsoft, MS-DOS and GW Baslc are registered 
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
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Test Equipment Catalog. A new catalog 
that lists and describes new and custom - 
reconditioned electronic test instruments 
available at savings of up to 70 percent 
has been announced by Accutest Instru- 
ments. Listed are a wide range of models 
of ac and dc power supplies, recorders, 
plotters, X -Y recorders, oscillators, 
pulse and function generators, oscillo- 
scopes, component testers, calibration 
instruments, r -f and microwave sources 
and accessories, counters, timers, line 
conditioners, logic and spectrum analyz- 
ers, DVMs, analog meters and environ- 
mental chambers. Products from most 
major manufacturers are represented. 
For a free copy, write to: Accutest Instru- 
ments, Inc., P.O. Box 130, Rte. 526, 
Clarksburg, NJ 08510. 

Cellular Telephones Antenna Catalog. 
ORA Electronics' new catalog contains 
listings for more than 20 different models 
of cellular telephone antennas. Included 
in the catalog are listings for through- 
glass, disguise, motorized, 3 -dB gain and 
5 -dB gain antennas for a variety of appli- 
cations. Special- purpose antennas for 
marine and briefcase applications are al- 
so listed, as are control head mounting 
kits, antenna mounts, a signaling horn, 
tools, connectors and cable. Provided 
are complete performance specifica- 
tions, applications information, descrip- 
tive text and a photo for each antenna 
listed. For a copy, write to: ORA Elec- 
tronics, 20120 Plummer St., P.O. Box 
4029, Chatsworth, CA 91313. 

Ceramic Filter Catalog. A new selection 
guide to ceramic filters that takes the 
mystery out of emi filter specification is 

available from Sprague. Descriptions of 
circuit configurations and functions, 
with a filter selection flow chart, installa- 
tion guidelines, definitions of terms, and 
a look at military test procedures make it 
possible for a reader to make an in- 
formed choice for almost any applica- 
tion. The catalog is divided into dc rated 
and ac /dc rated sections. Subcategories 
are defined by circuit configuration 
(function). Within each general circuit 
category, devices are shown in order of 
current rating and then voltage rating. 
For a copy of Ceramic Emi /Rfi Filters 
Catalog No. FD -129, write to: Sprague 
Electric Co., Technical Literature Ser- 
vice, P.O. Box 9102, Mansfield, MA 
02048 -9102. 

LETTERS .. 
(from page 7) 

Which is correct? Shouldn't the resistor 
symbol shown for C2 in the schematic be 
a capacitor symbol? Also, where does C7 
go in the schematic? 

Jerry A. Phelps 
Louisville, KY 

The correct value for Cl and C2 is 0.1µF. 
You're right about the capacitor symbol 

for C2. Omit C7 from the Parts List; it 
was a typographical error. -Ed. 

Please make the following corrections 
to "A Delayed- Trigger Accessory for Os- 
cilloscopes" (January 1988). On page 22, 

the first paragraph under "Checkout & 

Use" should read: "Then touch the `hot' 
meter lead to pin 8 of the IC 1 socket, pin 
14 of the IC2 socket and pin 16 of the IC3 
socket .... Touching the hot lead to pin 
4 of the IC 1 socket should yield a reading 
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of -15 volts." Turn the page upside- 
down for correct orientation of the pho- 
tos in Fig. 1. The trace in (A), now lower - 
right, is triggered on the rising edge of the 
square pulse. The manufacturer of the 
ICM7250 chip is Intersil. Finally, use the 
corrected wiring diagram shown here in- 
stead of the one shown in Fig. 6. 

Jan Axelson 

In Fig. 1 of "A miniature LED Beacon" 
(January 1988), the internal connections 
going to pins 8 and 2 of the LM3909 
should be reversed. 

Dan Becker 

To avoid any confusion, please trans- 
pose the illustrations (not the captions) 
for Figs. 3 and 4 in "Choosing Op Amps 
for Specific Applications" (November 
1987). 

Charles R. Fischer 

Put Professional Knowledge and a 

COLLEGE DEGREE 
in your Technical Career through 

Add prestige and earning power to 
your technical career by earning 
your Associate or Bachelor degree 
through directed home study. 

No commuting to class. Study at 
your own pace, while continuing 
on your present job. Learn from 
easy -to- understand lessons, with 
help from your Grantham instruc- 
tors when you need it. 

Grantham College of Engineering 
is a specialized institution cater- 
ing to adults who are employed in 
electronics and allied fields such 
as computers. These fields are so 
enormous that opportunity to 
move up is always present. Pro- 
motions and natural turn -over 
make desirable positions available. 

An important part of being pre- 
pared to move up is holding the 
proper college degree, but the es- 
sential part is really knowing your 
field. Grantham offers two B.S. de- 
gree programs - one with major 
emphasis in electronics and the 
other with major emphasis in corn - 
puters. Both programs are offered 
by correspondence. 

Write for our free catalog (see ad- 
dress below) or telephone us at 
(213) 493 -4421 (no collect calls) 
and ask for our "degree catalog." 

Accredited by 
the Accrediting Commission of the 

National Home Study Council 

GRANTHAM 
College of Engineering 
10570 Humbolt Street 

Los Alamitos, CA 90720 
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